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Peaceful Martyrdom Anniversary outside the Indian High Commission 
RAJA SIKANDAR KHAN Chairmen GPKSC London

London, 16.06.2020, 17:59 Time

USPA NEWS - Press Release
Once again the application by Chairman Global Pakistan & Kashmir Supreme Council Raja Sikander Khan to hold a peaceful
Martyrdom Anniversary outside the Indian High Commission has not been allowed by London Metropolitan Police, the 4th Martyrdom
Anniversary of Shaheed Buran Wani which was proposed to take place outside Indian High Commission in London on 8th July but the
London Metropolitan Police have given a reason that due to COVID 19 restrictions they are not happy to allow it ,

but Chairman GPKSC Raja Sikander Khan said today that why is there, Double standards & discrimination by London Metropolitan
Police,

as it´s ok for the BLACK LIVES MATTERS and other Far-Right wing parties are allowed to protest with thousands of demonstrators in
streets of London city whereas we are peaceful people whom have held over 200 peaceful demonstrations in London and never hurt a
fly or damaged a leaf and yet due to keep Home Secretary Priti Patel happy who has very close links and ties with the Fascists BJP
leader and Prime Minister of India Narindra Modi , 

Whom with his extremist Hindu RSS goon have made a living hell for the Minorities in India as they go around cities & villages with
police on their side committing Voilance on none Hindus, destroying & burning their properties and forcing them to become Hindu´s
otherwise there is no place for them to live in India.

While the International community is busy fighting and taking measures to control the spread of COVID 19 the Indian Armed Forces
with their barbarian act of Voilance and atrocities are ongoing in Indian Occupied Kashmir with the curfew and lockdown still in place
since well over 300 & odd days, the young ladies are molested & raped on daily basis, the youths are still been taken away from their
families and are placed in Prisons in all over the Indian jails with very appealing health conditions with out any sop´s in place. 

Schools and all the higher Educational institutes are closed since well over 10 months and human rights are violated on daily basis.
We are asking the London Metropolitan Police to review our application again and allow the peaceful Martyrdom 4th Anniversary of
Shaheed Buran Wani to take place outside the Indian High Commission other wise we will have no option but to take the matter into
the Higher courts and into the European Court of justice.
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